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          A Growing Source of Excellence

          We are expert growers and wholesalers of the UK’s finest semi-mature trees and shrubs, with a proud reputation of supplying to the professional market. Our clientele includes landscapers, landscape architects and garden designers, as well as major construction firms.
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          Our Trade Tree Nursery

          Deepdale Trees Ltd is a grower of semi-mature trees and shrubs for the professional trade market. The company was established in 1995 and specialises in the production of both Air-Pot® container and field grown semi-mature trees, shrubs and hedging.
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              Our Trees

              We’ve developed the finest selection of Air-Pot® and field-grown trees, forming a trusted reputation among landscapers, landscape architects, garden designers and construction firms.

            

          
          
            
            
              About Us

              Deepdale Trees opened in Bedfordshire in 1995 and since then we’ve grown to become one of the leading nurseries in the UK.

                Watch how we work
              

            

          

           
            
              Projects

              We have supplied to the professional market since 1995, contributing to many beautiful projects.

            

          
        


      

    
    
      Reasons to choose us?

      
         
          Established with a strong reputation within the trade industry

        

         
          Supplier of exceptional quality trees all year round

        

         
          Diverse range of Air-Pot® container and field grown semi mature trees, shrubs and hedging

        

         
          Friendly and helpful local business

        

         
          Independent with specialist knowledge

        

      

      Get in touch

      
        
          Our work on becoming a sustainable business has been recognised and we're proud to be approved as an Alcumus Safe Supplier.

        

      

    
    
      
        What to expect from our trade tree nursery

        	The UK’s finest semi-mature trees, shrubs and hedging
	A wide selection of both Air-Pot® & field grown trees
	Passionate & experienced staff
	Exceptional quality plants from over 100 acres of UK production
	Ability to source specific, non-stock trees from our select network of suppliers
	A vast choice of trees in varying maturity and form
	Facilities to containerise and contract grow stock on request
	A company committed to the environment at every stage


        Watch how we work

      

    
    
      
        Over 20 years of tree nursery experience


        Established in 1995, Deepdale Trees has built up a wealth of experience and knowledge which is the basis of our credible and trusted reputation. We take pride in our well-managed, maintained nursery which is home to our extensive selection of container and field grown trees.

        From giving expert advice on the right type of tree for a particular environment, to offering imaginative ideas on how to create an exceptional landscape or garden, our strength lies in delivering top-class customer service at every stage of our relationship with you.

        Our home in Bedfordshire is well placed to accommodate year-round deliveries across the UK and Europe. Selecting from over 100 acres of UK production, we are fully plant passported and able to source plants on request through our fully plant passported supply network.

        Conveying how passionate we are about trees is not easy. Our love and enthusiasm for what we do begins early in the process and is best seen during a visit to the nursery. Here, you will see that we really do know our trees, so please contact us to make an appointment.


      

    
    
      Unsure what tree is right for your projects?

      Use our Tree Finder tool
      Then try out our new Tree Finder tool. With options to select trees based on their foliage, leaf colour and sizes. Try it here.

    
    
      
        
          
            How we grow and care for our trees

            Our forward-thinking production team utilise their many years of experience to grow, care for and maintain a wide-ranging selection of over 300 varieties of plants. Our containerised trees are grown in Air-Pot®, giving the benefit of the best available root system and possibility for year-round delivery. Our field planted trees are regularly transplanted and are available for delivery between October and April depending on conditions. All trees are regularly pruned and nurtured to achieve a balanced shape in keeping with the character of the tree. You can be assured that our team take every care and attention to produce the highest quality stock that will impress even the most discerning client.

          

          
              

          

        

        
          
            Environmental policy and Biosecurity

            We take our environmental and biosecurity responsibilities extremely seriously and work hard to reduce our carbon footprint, water consumption and waste. We pride ourselves on employing innovative solutions to ensure any impact Deepdale might have on the environment is as minimal as possible.

            Being ever mindful of biosecurity, our stock is regularly inspected by us as well as having regular inspections by DEFRA. Any stock brought in from our select group of suppliers is fully plant passported, giving you the confidence that any purchase is free from pests and disease.

          

          
              

          

        

      

    
    
      
        Here are some examples of how we deliver on what we promise:

        
           
            Trees are delivered with their root-balls wrapped in biodegradable hessian encased within a decomposable wire net ready for planting, which means no waste plastic is delivered to site.

          

           
            Air-Pot® containers are made from recycled plastic and will be reused multiple times and then recycled at the end of their life.

          

           
            Our trickle water irrigation system is fully automated optimising efficient water usage and reducing evaporation.

          

           
            We minimise the use of herbicides and pesticides as much as possible; encouraging wildlife into the nursery as a natural pest control.

          

        

      

    
    
      
        Reasons we’re a leading UK tree wholesaler

        Our commitment to the environment is as strong as our ability to supply exceptional, quality trees, all year round. We respect the distinguished status of our clients and make it our priority to stay at the forefront of landscape and environmental trends and design developments.

        We hope that your experience with us will grow into a long-term relationship as we aim to guide you through each step of the process. From the day you visit our nursery, through to your tree being collected or delivered to site, you will see we are a cut above every other supplier.

        As part of our comprehensive customer service Deepdale Trees will walk you through tree choices, selection and purchase, providing delivery by FORS Gold transport if required. In addition, we provide comprehensive planting guidelines and a wide range of planting accessories. We won’t step away until you are fully satisfied and, even then, we’ll always be on hand to answer any questions you may have.

        We welcome all enquiries and highly recommend a visit to our nursery where we would be delighted to help you select the perfect trees for your project.

      

    
    
      
        Deepdale Trees are expert growers and wholesalers of the UK's finest semi-mature trees and shrubs
 Contact Us 

    
  
  
    
      
          

        We are expert growers and wholesalers of the UK's finest semi-mature trees and shrubs, with a proud reputation of supplying to the professional market. Our clientele includes landscapers, landscape architects and garden designers, as well as major construction firms.
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        Our work on becoming a sustainable business has been recognised and we're proud to be approved as an Alcumus Safe Supplier.
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